2016 new product

ABU
GARCIA SALTY STAGE LIGHT CASTING
CARBON WRAP TECHNOLOGY & ADVANCED LIGHTWEIGHT MATERIALS
The driving force behind the development of Salty Stage light casting rods was to produce a
lightweight, high performance series designed for Australian fishing techniques that could be
matched with Revo spin and low profile reels. Working closely with Abu Garcia Japan, Australian
engineers set out to develop the ultimate in light casting performance rods.
The Salty Stage Light Casting series combines local knowledge and expertise with the best in
super lightweight rod design and components. The result is a range of regular and extra fast
action rods designed for Australian Light Casting techniques featuring the latest in Japanese
design, quality components and striking cosmetics.
Powerful composite blank construction provides the optimum combination of tip action and
backbone power. Further increase in blank performance is achieved with carbon X WRAP
technology. The cross wrapped carbon reduces rod twist increasing torque and power while also
increasing compression strength.
The Salty Stage Light casting series incorporates the highest quality Fuji components. The
lightweight properties of the Fuji K SiC concept guide system retains the natural blank action
while providing tangle free casting performance. All models are fitted with Fuji ECS/VSS graphite
reel seats for increased blank contact and sensitivity and feature the latest carbon fore-hood
design for improved reel fit.
Salty Stage rods feature a sophisticated Hybrid Cork/EVA grip design that delivers a lightweight
and ergonomic grip system developed for unparalleled comfort and control.
Consisting of 5 spin models and 2 baitcast models, the Light Casting series focuses on
advanced lure casting techniques. Spin models include ultra light 1-3kg models through to a
medium 4-7kg model. Designed for Bream & Bass through to Snapper. The 2 low profile models
at 3-5kg and 4-8kg are designed for bass and barra.
For more information visit abugarcia-fishing.com.au

Available September 2015. RRP $279
CONNECT
Website - http://abugarcia-fishing.com.au
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/AbuGarciaAU
You Tube - N/A

